ABSTRACT. Some oscillation criteria are given for the second order neutral delay differential equation (t -a) 
Introduction. Consider the second order neutral delay differential equation (E) [a(t)(x(t) +p(t)x(t -r))7 + q(ty(x(t -a)) = 0,
where t > to,r and a are nonnegative constants, a,p, q G C([fo, oo); 3?),/ G C(5f;3t). Throughout this paper, we assume that (a) 0 < p(t) < 1, q(f) > 0, a(t) > 0;
(c) f -f >7>0forjc^0.
Second order neutral delay differential equations have applications in problems dealing with vibrating masses attached to an elastic bar and in some variational problems (see Hale [3] ).
Let u G C([to -0,oo);5R), where 0 = max{r,o-}, be a given function and letj> 0 be a given constant. Using the method of steps,
equation (E) has a unique solution x G C([t 0 -0, oo); 3?) in the sense that both x(t) +p(t)x{t -r) and a(t)(x(f) +p(t)x(t -r))' are continuously differentiable for t > to, x(t) satisfies equation (E) and x(s) = u(s) for s G [to -0, to], [x(f)+p(i)x(t-T%= to =yo.
For further questions concerning existence and uniqueness of solutions of neutral delay differential equations, see Hale [3] .
A solution of equation (E) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros, and otherwise it is nonoscillatory. Equation (E) is oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory.
Special cases of equation (E) are the following delay equation (Ei) [a(t)x'(t)] l + q(ty(x(t-a))=0
and ordinary differential equation
If a(t) = l,/(x(0) = x(t), then equations (E), (E\) and (£2) become the following linear second order neutral delay differential equation
Averaging function method is one of the most important techniques in studying oscillation. Using this technique, many oscillation criteria have been found which involve the behavior of the integrals of the coefficients. For the linear ordinary differential equation (£5), we list some of more important oscillation criteria as follows:
1. Leighton [6] . then (£5) is oscillatory. For the oscillation of the nonlinear ordinary differential equation (£2), we refer to the recent paper of Wong [13] and the references cited therein.
In [11] , Walrman extended Leighton's criterion to equation (£4) and showed that (£4) is oscillatory if q{t) > 0 and r^) ds = 00. But, Travis [10] showed that Leighton's criterion is not enough to ensure the oscillation of (£4). Hence, the oscillation analysis of the delay differential equations is more complicated than that of ordinary differential equations.
There has recently been an increase in the studying the oscillation for the second order neutral delay differential equations. The results of Waltman and Travis have been extended to neutral delay differential equations by Grammatikopoulos, Ladas and Meimaridou [2] . They proved that if
0<p(t)<\, q(t)>0
and
then (£3) is oscillatory. In [8] , by using Riccati technique and averaging functions method and following the results of Yan and Philos, Ruan [8] established some general oscillation criteria for second order neutral delay differential equation (E). One of which is as follows.
RUAN'S THEOREM. Suppose conditions (a), (b) and (c) hold. Let H(t, s), h(t, s): D = {(t,s): t >s >to} -> §lbe continuous with H(t, 0 = 0 for t > t 0 , H(t,s)>0
fort> s> t 0 ,
s) nonpositive and continuous, and such that --(t, s) = h(t, s)y/H(t,s) for all (t, s) G D.

OS
Assume further that
Then the nonlinear neutral equation (E) is oscillatory.
The purpose of this paper is to improve the above mentioned oscillation criteria by using a generalized Riccati transformation due to Yu [15] .
2. Main Results. The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for the oscillation of the nonlinear neutral delay differential equation (E).
THEOREM 1. Assume D = {(t,s) \ t > s > t 0 }. Let H e C(D;$t) satisfy the following two conditions: (i) H(t,t) = 0 fort>t 0 , H(t,s)>0 fort>s>t 0 ; (ii) H has a continuous and nonpositive partial derivative on D with respect to the second variable.
Suppose that h: D -• !R is a continuous function with --(t, s) = h(t 9 s)y/H(t,s)
for all (t, s)eD.
OS
If there exists a function <j>
where ®(s) = exp{-2 f 0(0 d^} and
xl>(s) = ®(s){lq(s)[l -p(s -a)] + a(s -o)<t> 2 {s) -[a(s -a)<Ks)]'} 9
then the nonlinear neutral equation (E) is oscillatory.
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (E)
. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x(t) > 0 on [T 0 -r -a, oo), for some 7b > *o. Define
It follows from condition (a) that z(t) > x(t) > 0 for / > To and (2) [a(t)z'(t)]'<0 for t>T 0 .
Therefore, a(i)z'(t) is a decreasing function. We claim that (3) z'(t)>0 for t>T 0 .
Otherwise, there is a t\ > T 0 such that z'(t\) < 0. It follows from (2) that z(t) < z{t x ) + a(t x )z\t x ) f -ds.
Jh a(s)
Hence, by condition (b), we have \\m t^00 z{t) = -oo, which contradicts the fact that z{t) > 0 for t > To. Now observe that from (E) we have
(4) [a(t)z , (t)]' + q(ty(x(t-<TJ)=0.
Using condition (c) and (1) in (4), we get
[a(t)z'(t)]' + lq(t)[z(t -cr) -p(t -a)x(t -r -a)] < 0,
which, in view of the fact that z(t) > x(f) and z(t) is increasing, yields 
Thus w'(t) < -2<f>(t)w(t)
= -2<j>(tMt) 
+ -/ d>(s)a(s -a)h z (t,s)ds.
Then, for all f > T > T 0 1
(7) f T [H(t 9 sMs) ~ ^(s)a(s -a)h 2 (t,s)] ds < H(t, T)w(T) -f ( gfe^ w(5) + i^MJ-'WM))
This implies that for every t > To ,2
ds. f Tt {Hit,sMs) -^is)ais -a)h\t,s) ds<Hit,To)wiTo) <Hit,T 0 )\wiT 0 )\ < Hit,to)\wiT 0 )\.
Therefore, The following corollary is an extension of Moore's criterion [7] to the second order neutral delay differential equation (E). a(s -a) 
f'\Hit,s)^is) --r®is)ais -(T)h 2 it,s)} ds ds ds = f T°\ Hit,s)i>is) -\<$>is)ais -
\n(t,s}<Ks) ~ -7®(s)a(s -v)h 2 (t,s)} ds t-too n(t, to) Jt
2a{t-a)g(t) h(t,s) = 2gXs) = --land «>(*) = g(0-
1-... . u2( H(t,s)Ms) --<D(sHs -
a
*-
Then, for all t > T f T [H(t,sW{s) -l<b(s)a<s -a)h>(t, S )] ds = \sit)-g(T)] 2 g(T)(R(r) -^) -ifefy) -^(7)] + jf [*(*)!?(*) -i] (-4g(/) + 3«(5) + ^)sf(s)ds -(*~ \)[{~l ~ ^^^^W+^Wln^o] -\f?<$).
This implies 
THEOREM 2. Let H(t,s) and h(t,s) be as in Theorem 1, and let
(C 3 ) 0 < inf (liminf ^-}< oo.
Suppose that there exist two functions <j> G C 1 [to, oo) and A G C[to, oo} satisfying
f_>oo H[t 9 to) J to
T)<S>{S)
and for every T > to
s)} ds > A(T) 9 where <3>(s) = exp{-2 J* <KQd(}, A + (s) = max{A(s), 0} and m = ^(s){yq(s)[l -p(s -a)] + a(s -a)<j>\s) -[a(s -a)<f>(s)]'}.
Then the nonlinear neutral equation (E) is oscillatory.
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x(t) of equation (E) such that x(t) > 0 on [To -r -a, oo), for some To > to. Set z(t) = x(t) +p(t)x(t -r), as in the proof of Theorem 1, (7) holds for all t > T > T 0 . Hence, for t > T > To, we have ĵ £{H(t,sMs) -±a(s -o)®(s)h 2 (t,s)\ ds
Consequently,
for all 7 > 7b-Thus, by (C 6 ),
for all T > To. This shows that 
H(t,s) t-lo H(t, T)Jr\^a(scr)0(s) rvy " J ' 2 w(s) + -yfO(s)a(s-a)h(t,s) ds < oo
for all T> To. Then r_^L^< 00 .
JTo a(s-a)d>(s)
Suppose to the contrary that
JTo a(s -a)
7)0>(S)
By (C3), there is a positive constant Mi satisfying (13) inf lliminf (14) lim u(t) = co.
t->oo
Next, consider a sequence {fn}^ in (7b, co) with lim"_+oo t n = co satisfying
It follows from (10) 
n-+00
Then, by (15) and (16) 
Ms) = ®(s){lq(s)[\ -p(s -a)] + a(s -a)cj>\s) -[a(s -a)(f>(s)]'}.
Then the nonlinear neutral equation (E) is oscillatory.
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x(t) of equation (E) such that x(t) > 0 on [To -r -a, 00) for some To > to. Set z(t) = x(t) +p{t)x{t -r), as in the proof of Theorem 1, (7) holds for all f > T > To. Hence, for t > T > To, we have 
